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Introduction
The Maastricht Symposium on the Creative Economy, which took place on September 21
2015, was the first official meeting of minds in light of the Made2Measure research
conducted under supervision of Prof. Dr. Rachel Pownall at Maastricht University School of
Economics and Business. The Municipality of Maastricht has commissioned this research in
order to obtain scientific background information on which to base policies with regard to
the creative industries.
To ensure the immediate applicability of the research results, several experts in the creative
industries were invited during the Symposium to share their expertise and discuss which
knowledge is still needed when it comes to the creative industries. Although the research
stems from a knowledge question from the Municipality of Maastricht and thus seems to
have a local view at first instinct, many aspects of the creative industries are not limited by
regional or even national borders. Therefore, the Symposium had an international
orientation, with keynote speakers from London and Liverpool. Still, the local aspect has not
been disregarded as several key players in the creative economy of Maastricht were present
to share their views.
The first challenge when discussing creative industries, either in a regional or an
international context, is to define what it exactly entails. Several definitions of creative
industries are circling, but none is conclusive or commonly accepted. Based on the
knowledge question of the Municipality of Maastricht, Made2Measure will focus on three
creative sub-industries; the arts, fashion design, and design. These can be brought together
under the term ‘lifestyle’. We regard it important to obtain knowledge about the functions,
values and possible connectivity of these sub-industries within the creative industries as a
whole and within the larger perspective of the economic society. Additionally, future
development plays an important part in the research. IT and other digital developments are
bound to play an important role in the arts and design in the future. Therefore, it is essential
to already anticipate the possible disruptive changes in the future at this point, so policymaking institutions can be prepared.
The final goal of the Symposium was to share knowledge and experience between parties,
and also to identify which knowledge is still lacking. This has been done by generating
connectivity between different creative initiatives, knowledge institutes and policy makers in
the city, and possibly even on a larger scale. There is no lack of creative students,
professionals or initiatives in the Maastricht. However, to generate a sustainable creative
hub, these parties need to connect with one another, something that is not happening
sufficiently today.
On an international level the Symposium made clear that there is a lot of uncertainty about
how digital developments will influence the art scene. Furthermore, it was concluded that
there needs to be a focus on how to attract more investors for the creative industries. As
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traditional ROIs cannot be offered, we need to find alternatives to value these types of
investments. Artists and art institutions are more and more required to be business-minded.
Is this a development that will last? And if so, is it needed to add business education to art
schools’ curricula?
From a more local point of view, it has been debated whether Maastricht is becoming
sufficiently internationally minded. It might be inevitable to lose (arts, design and business)
students to larger markets like Amsterdam, but in order to reduce this outflow to a
minimum, Maastricht needs to open up to other aspects outside of the city (both nationally
and internationally). Finally, the concern was raised that there is too much governmental
meddling in the creative field. The optimal level of policy making for this industry is up for
debate. Funding structures can be very complicated, simplifying these would benefits artists
and designers significantly.
The Symposium has given both the Made2Measure team as well as the participants some
new insights in the creative economy. The remainder of this report will elaborate on subjects
discussed and conclusions drawn.
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Preliminary research
As up until the symposium no data was available yet on the Netherlands, let alone
Maastricht, data collected in the US1 was used to start some preliminary analyses, already
looking into possibilities for further research. The results which were retrieved are very
practical and ready to use, especially for entrepreneurs in the ‘fashion craftsmanship’ sector.
The results give us some insights in buyer characteristics, spending patterns and fashion
preferences.

Buyer characteristics and spending patterns
The first two donut graphs show general spending patterns of the respondents, separated by
gender.
 Males and females both spend the largest part of their conspicuous consumption
budget on non-fashion related items.
 Men spend the largest part of their conspicuous consumption budget on their cars.
 Women spend relatively more of their budget on clothes and shoes, handbags and
fashion accessories than men do.

The second part of the picture is focused on fashion spending alone. Fashion spending
entails expenses on clothes and shoes, handbags, jewellery, accessories and other
fashionable items.
 Consumer characteristics tested on were: children, income, median income in region,
size of population they live in, gender, marital status and age.
 Female consumers spend more on fashionable items per month than do male
consumers.
 Single consumers spend less a month on fashionable items than do married
consumers.
 Consumers in the age group 34-44 spend much more per month on fashionable items
than do consumer in the age group 18-25.
These types of results can immediately be used by entrepreneurs when they are for example
thinking about their target group. For further details, please see the working paper.
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Fashion preferences
Especially for Made2Measure the US questionnaire gathers data on what item
characteristics consumers prefer when purchasing fashion items. Nine possible item
preferences were identified: availability in the high street, made with fair trade processes,
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visible designer logo, made with sustainable materials, available online, unique and original,
reflective of personality, high quality and fashionable.
The analysis focused on how these preference characteristics relate to each other. The
graphs on the right show relationships between certain preferences. In these example
graphs we can already see the relationship between certain preferences. For example, graph
‘high street’ shows that when people prefer items with a visible designer logo, they have a
125% higher chance of finding it important that those items are available in the high streets
than the base line.
Some relations are to be expected, like the one between sustainable materials and fair-trade
processes. But some are new, like the one between high quality and availability on the high
streets.
Relationships between fashion preference items
Following statements all compare to a baseline of consumers who do not think the first
mentioned preference item is important:






Consumers who think having a visible designer logo is important, are 125% more...
Consumers who think sustainable materials are important, are 37% more...
Consumers who think online availability is important, are 47% more...
Consumers who think uniqueness and originality is important, are 24% more...
Consumers who think high quality is important, are 22% less…
… likely to find availability on the high streets important

 Consumers who think sustainable materials are important, are 193% more likely to
find fair-trade processes important





Consumers who think availability on the high streets is important, are 24% more…
Consumers who think sustainable materials are important, are 28% more…
Consumers who think reflection of their personality is important, are 83% more…
Consumers who think fashionable items are important, are 54% more…
… likely to find uniqueness and originality important






Consumers who think availability on the high street is important, are 20% less…
Consumers who think sustainable materials are important, are 35% more…
Consumers who think reflection of their personality is important, are 71% more…
Consumers who think fashionable items are important, are 44% more…
… likely to find high quality important
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 Consumers who think fashionable items are important, are 57% more…
 Consumers who think availability on the high streets is important, are 161% more…
… likely to find a visible designer logo important





Consumers who think online availability is important, are 23% more
Consumers who think fair trade processes are important, are 146% more…
Consumers who think high quality is important, are 33% more…
Consumers who think availability on high streets is important, are 31% more…
… likely to find sustainable materials important

 Consumers who think availability on the high streets is important, are 62% more…
 Consumers who think sustainable materials are important, are 26% more…
… likely to find online availability important
 Consumers who think uniqueness and originality are important, are 86% more…
 Consumers who think high quality is important, are 84% more…
 Consumers who think fashionable items are important, are 39% more…
… likely to find reflection of their personality important
 Consumers who think having a visible designer logo is important, are 33% more…
 Consumers who think uniqueness and originality is important, are 70% more…
 Consumers who think reflection of their personality is important, are 43% more…
… likely to find fashionable items important

As these results are based on data from the US, it would be very interesting to compare
them with results based on data collected locally. Therefore, we would like to distribute a
similar survey amongst the inhabitants of Maastricht in order to find out more about local
preferences. These preferences are of direct interest to local creative enterprises and
possibly other industries, like retail.
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ProF. Dr. Simeon Yates
Director institute of Cultural capital Liverpool
Although Liverpool was struggling with high unemployment rates until the end of the 20th
century, it has developed into the textbook example of a creative city. Especially the Baltic
Triangle, an area in the historic part of the city, is a magnet for so called ‘culturepreneurs’.
The Institute of Cultural Capital is a collaboration between the University of Liverpool and
Liverpool John Moores University. It houses many different research initiatives regarding
arts and culture, amongst which one on the economic effects of Liverpool’s year as cultural
capital in 2008. Professor Yates’ research is mainly focused on digital media. He has been
doing research on the impact of internet and new media on language and culture since 1990.
Keynote summary: Creative and digital industries (CDI) in UK second tier cities
For his Symposium keynote, Professor Yates focused on a number of questions which would
be important during the symposium:
-

Why do cities develop specific creative industries?
How are they maintained?
Were there specific characteristics of the city that support this?
Is the creation of jobs in this field a natural or planned/policy process?
What kind of jobs and industries are created?
How do they compete internationally?

In order to answer these questions he highlighted some UK perspectives and issues about
the creative industries and compared two UK cities, Sheffield and Liverpool, on their history,
governmental situation and current policies regarding creative industry and culture.
Liverpool has a policy for promoting creative industries in the city, for Sheffield this is not a
priority. This is evident by the CDI sector growth numbers, as this is 18% for Liverpool and
8% for Sheffield, compared to a 9% national average. Still, Liverpool can learn from some of
Sheffield’s practices, like the extensive integration of Universities in CDI sector innovation
and growth. In conclusion, Professor Yates comes up with additional questions which need
to be taken into account based on the comparison between Liverpool and Sheffield.
-
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How important is local political leadership?
How do you counter or work with the pull to ‘1st Tier Cities’
o What is the local offer to keep talent?
How much can you draw upon local cultural and creative resources?
How important are local representatives, lobbying and networks?
What role for Universities, Higher and Further education?
Can CDI be a response to post-industrial decline?
What role city image and branding?
o Are iconic cultural assets needed to sustain narrative of CDI value?

Dr. Carolyn Mair
London College of Fashion
Dr Carolyn Mair is a Chartered Psychologist and Chartered Scientist with a PhD in cognitive
neuroscience. She developed the MA Psychology for Fashion Professionals and MSc Applied
Psychology in Fashion at LCF. Carolyn started her career as a graphic designer and visual
merchandiser, working for large department stores, designing and installing store window
displays, in-store installations and advertising materials. Her interest in fashion led her to
design and make clothing for herself and for friends, and she has also worked as a portrait
artist. Carolyn went on to complete her PhD in Cognitive Neuroscience and achieve
Chartered status as a Psychologist and Scientist. She has been the Principal Investigator on a
number of funded research projects, working on topics as diverse as the impact of student
satisfaction and engagement on retention in higher education; the impact of debiasing
strategies on cost estimation; and a study which found that moderate, rather than intense
exercise and healthy eating led to better performance on a working memory test. Carolyn
also reviews for many funding bodies and scholarly journals.
Keynote summary: Psychology in fashion
Dr. Mair started with explaining why fashion is an interesting field for psychology. Fashion is an
industry with an enormous magnitude. Consumer behaviour, advertising and marketing, the
cosmetic industry, the environment and economic well-being are all areas associated with it. Many
people around the world are employed within this industry. Additionally, it is an industry with many
controversies and it is constantly the centre of debate. Combining all these aspects makes the
fashion world an interesting area to study human behaviour. Psychology can be applied all through
the fashion value chain, from the textile industry through the apparel industry towards the retail
industry. The MA/MSc Psychology in fashion focuses on a number of subjects; Cognition and
creativity, Personality and individual differences, Design matters, Social cognition, Lifespan
development, Working with others and an Independent research project.
The city of London stimulates the fashion industry because it is a global creative capital, has two out
of five high end fashion institutes worldwide and hosts the London Fashion Week. Within Britain, the
fashion industry is good for 800,000 jobs and revenue of £26 bln/year. An important institution for
the British fashion industry is the British Fashion Council, a not-for-profit organisation to further the
interests of the British fashion industry by sharing the collective knowledge, experience and
resources of the sector. It operates through a five pillar structure; business, reputation, education,
digital & innovation and investment. Components of the British Fashion Council are the Creative
Industries Council, Creative Industries Sector Advisory Group, and Creative Industries Federation. Dr.
Mair emphasised the importance of the British Fashion council and its components for the success of
the British and London Fashion industry. She suggests a similar organisation would benefit
Maastricht as well.
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Discussion panel I: Learning from the Art world
Titia Vellenga
Titia holds a Master degree in Art History from Leiden University. Following her studies, Titia
worked as PR and Marketing manager at the Rembrandthuis museum in Amsterdam for
more than three years before she started working for the world’s most important fine art
fair, TEFAF. At TEFAF Titia was the head of PR and Marketing for fourteen years, until 2014.
As board representative she is nowadays still involved with the fair. In this capacity she is
responsible for intensifying the contact with private and professional art buyers.
Karen Zadra
Karen is an art market professional who has worked in the public and commercial sectors in
senior management positions, as well as being a commercial gallery owner. She is now CoFounder of an art market IT start-up, itondo.com, and director/founder of Galerie Zadra.
Karen holds an MA in Museum Studies and Honours in Art Education; she majored in
Painting/Drawing. Art is a consuming passion! She's also a lover of people and animals (and
their rights). Australian-born, she has lived in Germany, Switzerland, France and now
Luxembourg. Karen speaks German reasonably well and French reasonably badly.
Dirk Zadra
Dirk holds a Phd in Political Science, Administrative Law and Economics. Besides his work as
consultant he also he started studying for his MBA in 1999 and obtained it from Henley
Business School in 2003. After working as senior executive and member of the Board at
Billag SA, he started his own consultancy in Paris. In 2013 he and his wife Karen started
Galerie Zadra in Luxembourg and Australia. Through their activities, they hope to promote a
deeper appreciation of the important contribution Aboriginal art makes to the broader
understanding of contemporary art. In March 2015 Karen and Dirk founded the augmented
reality app Itondo, which lets you see your favourite artwork on your wall, in real-time, and
to scale.
Erik de Jong
Erik was educated at the Hogeschool voor de Kunsten (University of the Arts) in Utrecht, but
has been living in Limburg for the last 20 years. In the past he was owner of an organisation
for event management and product presentation. Since then, he has been working in interim
functions as the head of Marketing and Communications at the Stedelijk Museum in Den
Bosch and subsequently as the head of Exploitations and Group reservations at VVV
Maastricht. Under his lead, the Museum at the Vrijthof needs to become the cultural living
room of Maastricht. He wants to engage in smart and original collaborations with
unconventional partners. To organise original projects and events, this will lead to
commotion, visitors and publicity.
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“Finance

is an important need. It is not easy to get in the creative

industries. Companies will come when there is finance.”

Dirk Zadra – Gallery Zadra

“Maastricht is very focused on itself. The only way they can create new things
Titia Vellenga – TEFAF/ Art Market Liaisons
is if they would open their doors”

“[Digitalisation of the art market] gives artists in ‘Smaller’ places like
Karen Zadra – Gallery Zadra
Maastricht more connection to the world”

“[local policy makers] should not interfere too much but
create an environment where artists and creatives can meet and learn
Erik de Jong – Museum aan het Vrijthof
from eachother”
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Discussion panel II: Valuing Creative Entrepreneurship
Jessica Capra
Jessica is skilled in the history of art with a focus on contemporary art. Enthusiastic, intuitive
and determinate thinker, she is always willing to gain new experiences that are important for
her professional and cultural growth. She strongly believes in the positive thinking way of
working. Jessica’s passion for motivating, helping and advising the others, especially young
cultural professionals and artists, let her, together with Nika Dings and Wouter Jacobs, to
founding The Artist and The Others. Every day, through a bottom-up approach, they are
trying to promote a genuine way of making culture and cultural project which are tailored to
fill the lack in relation to the needs of their target group.
Every project Jessica develops is based on the pillars promoting shared knowledge,
connecting people and starting up new cooperation that will enhance the cultural situation
she works in.
Ad van Ginneken
For a large part of his career, Ad has worked at the innovation platform Syntens where he
has fulfilled different roles like innovation consultant, team leader and innovation manager.
Since 2014 he works as Senior Advisor of the Dutch Chamber of Commerce and is
responsible for the contacts with stakeholders and business development in the province of
Limburg and in Europe.
Ad has is very experienced with account management, business development, management,
consultancy and coaching of both people and business. He is pro-active and a networker pur
sang. He is always looking for the added value for all parties and therefore is focused on the
long term.
Branko Popovic
Born in Zagreb (Croatia) and has been living in the Netherlands since 1995. Branko
graduated from the Maastricht Academy of Fine Arts and Design with the specialisation
fashion design in 2005. He has participated in many projects, which led him to founding the
fashion label BRANKOPOPOVIC. Besides designing mostly men’s clothing, he has also been
involved as designer in several theatre productions. He also has a successful blog and writes
for international media. Branko is mainly known as co-founder of FASHIONCLASH, where he
currently forms a team with Nawie Kuiper and Laurens Hamacher. FASHIONCLASH is an
international and interdisciplinary fashion manifestation and platform in Maastricht. It gives
young designers from a wide variety of disciplines the possibility to show their work.
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Carolyn Mair
Dr. Carolyn Mair is teacher and researcher at the London College of Fashion. She has a PhD
in Cognitive Neuroscience and was the first in the world to develop university programmes
in which psychology is applied in and throughout the fashion industry. Her programmes
focus on human behaviour within the different aspects of the fashion industry; production,
design, creativity, retail, consumption and disposal.
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Conclusion
The conclusions drawn during the Symposium are two-fold. At first, policy-makers, but also
people working in the creative field, need to realise that networks are what makes a creative
hub. For policy-makers this means facilitating physical spaces in which people from different
disciplines can come together in an informal way and connect with each other over their
work and passions. For people employed in the creative sector, this means that they need to
find others within the same discipline to develop and strengthen their skill-set, but also find
those who have completely different skills which can complement theirs. For the
Made2Measure team here lies a challenge to map the complete creative industry in the
region, and to determine its magnitude. This is necessary to explore the full potential and to
determine its growth or its decline over the next years. In order to measure the impact of
the local creative industries on the city, M2M also needs to consider the second conclusion
drawn during the Symposium, namely the need for alternative valuation methods.
Traditional valuation methods are not sufficient to measure returns in the creative industries
as not only economical but also social returns play a very important role in their value. Being
able to determine the combined economic and social value of the creative industries will
serve as additional functions apart from determining its impact. Currently, creative initiatives
have a hard time attracting financing for their ideas. Subsidies are only limited and
application structures are not always clear. Even when these structures were to be
simplified, not enough funding would be available to exploit the benefits of the creative
industries and the innovative (and potentially very profitable) ideas that go around in the
minds of many creatives. There is a simple solution to this funding problem; attracting
private investment. Initiatives and ideas that appeal to the broader public can be funded this
way. Great examples of the potential of private investment are platforms like Kickstarter.
Crowdfunding is highly popular at the moment and shows investor willingness to contribute
to creative projects. However, attracting larger private investors is not that simple. Investors
need to see the added value their investment will make. The social return of creative
products makes traditional ways of estimating return on investment are less helpful.
Therefore, Made2Measure will try to develop ways to measure both the financial and social
return in the creative industries. These results will be translated to practice for the funding
of creative enterprises. This knowledge will benefit creatives, policy-makers and multiple
types of investors simultaneously. Policy-makers are result and returns oriented as well, it
may very well lead to more (local) public funding for the creative industry.
During the Symposium multiple, and very different, perspectives for measuring social return
have been suggested. In Australia, the added value is measured by the number of tourism
the creative industries draw in. In Liverpool, they look at the improvement of general health
in areas where creative initiatives are active.
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The topic of financing and economics of the creative industries/ economy can also be
extended toward financial real estate, as many artists, designers and other creative minds
stress the importance of affordable housing and workspaces. Another area which this
subject touches upon is entrepreneurship. Creative minds are more and more required to
have some sense of entrepreneurship. As this is currently not in the standard curriculum of
art schools, many are not able to comply with this requirement. This is where the
importance of networks comes in again. Even when correctly determining the value of
creative products is possible, entrepreneurial and business skills are needed to ‘sell’ a
project to an investor. When networks between creative and more business-minded people
(like business students) are in place, it is no longer necessary for one individual or
organisation to possess both skills. The circle is round, in order to construct a blossoming
creative industry with positive impact on society, both networks and alternative valuation
methods are crucial.

Next year
As it is M2M’s aim to grow this symposium every year, it will be hosted in 2016 in the
capacity of a forum. During the International Forum on the Creative Economy (IFCE) we will
bring creative initiatives and financial suppliers together to discuss the practicality of
potentially developed valuing models, but more importantly to facilitate a dialog between
two groups that currently have trouble finding each other. Hence, the two most important
conclusions of 2015’s symposium, alternative valuation methods and networks, will be the
themes of next year’s forum.
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